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What PE kit do I need? 

Black school PE shorts, blue school PE t-shirt, Non-marking train-

ers and white sports socks/school blue PE football socks. 

1 Avoids the ball in game situations, reluctance in possession.  

2 Participates in the game with movement around the court, no impact. 

3 
Able to dribble, pass and catch in a game situation with some success only with dominant 
hand.  

4 Demonstrates basic skills in game with success in most cases, good movement around court 

5 Uses both hands, basic skills used very well under pressure, shooting accuracy improving. 

6 Shows control when in possession of the ball, plays with head up, lay ups used effectively.  

7 
Clear control and influence in a game. All skills from dominant hand used successfully. Club 
Level.  

Assessment Criteria 

S4 Social  Demonstrate patience and tolerance when supporting other members of the group.  

T4 Thinking  Apply tactics and techniques in a variety of situations. 

Big Questions 

1. What is my current skill level and experience in Basketball? 
2. What passes are used in attacking play? 
3. How do we perform a lay up? 
4. What are the main defending skills in Basketball? 
5. How do we defend as a team? 
6. Can we use the rules successfully when umpiring games?  

Web Links:  

All time NBA Plays: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4M1e83JSjB4  

Dribling at speed: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0g2Mc_WNXCM  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4M1e83JSjB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0g2Mc_WNXCM


Shooting 

Teaching Points for the set/jump shot: 

B—Base.  Set a good steady base with both 

feet on the floor. 

E—Eyes on the target. 

E—Elbow tucked in and underneath the 

ball. 

F—Follow through.  Roll the ball off  of 

your fingers and wave goodbye to the ball. 



Here are 5 of the most common phrases players should communicate on basketball defense: 

1. “Ball, ball ball” – Used by the defender guarding the basketball. 

2. “Deny, deny, deny” – Use by the defender one-pass away denying their opponent. 

3. “Help, help, help” – Used by a player two passes away to let others know that they’re in po-

sition to help on a drive. 

4. “Screen right” or “Screen left” – To let your teammate know there’s a screen coming and 

which side it will be set on. 

5. “Cutters coming through” – If an opposition player is cutting through the lane. 

Throughout the entire de-

fensive possession, you 

should be letting your 

teammates know where 

you are and what’s hap-

pening on the floor that 

they might not be able to 

see. 

If all 5 players on the 

court are doing this eve-

ryone stays on the same 

page and it will prevent 

many defensive break-

downs. 

“There has never been a great ‘silent’ defense” – Del Harris 


